Praise and Prayer points for the Nigeria Christian University Project

This month both Denise and I have the pleasure of being in Nigeria at a pivotal time: CDF has formally begun the university registration process with submittal of our introduction letter. In parallel we have stepped up our support campaign with successful events in Lagos and Ibadan. We also had a key partner visit Imala.

Support Campaign: We held two “launching a vision” events in Nigeria, one in Lagos and one in Ibadan. Both events were well attended, reaching over 100 key contacts. The events have already started bearing fruit: additional prayer support, financial support, connecting us with key advisors and building our network. The Ibadan event included meetings with renowned nursing and agriculture advisors.

Key Partner Visit: This month we also had the pleasure of hosting Dr Sofola, wherein he confirmed West Africa Institute of Special Surgery’s commitment to build a specialty hospital in Imala! The pictures below show his visit. First row: visiting greenhouse, clinic and compound, and on the right the medical center site.

Second row shows a discussion at Providence House, visiting the academy and the Maxey’s new home.

KEY PRAYER REQUESTS

- **Progressing University**: Ongoing work preparing ‘road maps’ for establishing initial faculty. Ongoing support campaign: prayer partners, key advisors and financial support (see specific programs below*).
- **Land**: Title for the 1st tracts, continued progress on the 2nd set. Resolution of encroachment issues.
- **James and Denise**: Effective time. Organization and Partner meetings. God led!
- **Staff and Faithful Supporters**: prayer support, volunteers, missionaries, funding.

We are so thankful for those joining us in prayer; we recognize we are in a spiritual battle (Eph 6:12), a battle that can only be won through prayer! We ask that you especially pray on the 20th of the month.

Thank you for your support,

James Rose (CDF President, Project Lead)  
Email: CDF@CDFAFRICA.org

CDF Website: http://cdfafrica.org

Please note that contributions can be made to CDF direct deposit using Zelle via our email: CDF@CDFAFRICA.org. Alternatively, make checks payable to Christian Development Foundation and mail to 6317 Estates Lane, Fort Worth Tx.

*University Campaigns: 1) capital fund (e.g., multipurpose center) and 2) scholarship fund including an endowment.